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SIGNALIZATION TOOLS

OBJECTIVES
The objective of this chapter is to teach the student how to use the FDOT Traffic Palette, Entity Manager, and other
AutoCAD Civil 3D State Kit tools to create proposed Signal features.

INTRODUCTION
This section discusses several tools and resources that help the designer in the creation of proposed signal features to
meet FDOT criteria and CADD standards. These include the FDOT Traffic Palette, FDOT Entity Manager, & Block
libraries.
Refer to the Plans Preparation Manual, Volume II, chapter 24 for more detail on developing the Signalization plans.
Refer to the Design Standards indexes and the Plans Preparation Manual, Volume I, chapter 7 for design criteria.

FDOT TRAFFIC PALETTE
The FDOT Traffic Palette group was developed to assist in the placement of blocks needed during the development
of the Signalization Plan Sheets. These blocks are placed in the DSGNSG.dwg file. It is recommended to data
reference the View Frame group from the CLIPSGXX.dwg file to insure placement within the area of the plan sheet
clip borders.
The FDOT Traffic palette can be accessed by Right Clicking on the Palettes and selecting FDOT Traffic.

Refer to Chapter 1 to reference whats available on the FDOT Traffic Palette.
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REVIEW ENTITY MANAGER SIGNALS ITEMS
Before placing the Signals items it is important to understand how they are set up. The PayItem Database file that
FDOT delivers with the State Kit will have blocks assigned to the Signal items to assist in the production of plan
entities. Knowing how the item is set up prior to placing it will alleviate having to experiment, delete and redraw. One
advantage to using Entity Manager & the Traffic Palette to draw or place the mast arms and other Signal entities is
that the entities can be automatically quantified. The figure below shows the Traffic Signals category in Entity
Manager.

Selecting and then right-clicking on an item offers the options to
place, review, or modify the pay item data.
The bottom portion of the dialog shows information about the
selected item such as pay item number, description, layer and Block
Name. The bottom portion includes the drawing tools that can be
used for Blocks or Linear entities.
For more information on Entity Manager, see the Quick Clip videos
available and refer to the User guide located in the Entity Manager
folder in the State Kit install location.
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CREATING VIEW FRAMES FOR SIGNAL PLAN SHEETS
Creating View Frames for Signal Plan Sheets is different than for Roadway or Signing and Pavement Marking Sheets.
Unlike Signing and Pavement Marking plans there may only be one Signal Plan sheet depending on the number of
intersections. The user will use Civil 3D to Create View Frames and then create a data shortcut of the View
Frame that can be data referenced into the design file to layout and clip the sheet(s). The scale should not be
smaller than 1” = 50’.
If a Motif file is used, this should be set up prior to starting the clipping process. A Motif file is basically a Civil 3D
file with all the reference files attached that the user wants attached to each plan sheet.
In this section, the student will learn an overview on how to use the Create View Frames Wizard to create view
frame(s) and create data shortcuts to bring in the view frames to the clipsg.dwg. As with any process, it is
important to communicate with the Department’s Project Manager to make sure that all district specific requirements
are addressed i.e. Match Lines or no Match Lines, Grey Scaling existing features and so on.

CREATE VIEW FRAMES WIZARD
From the Civil 3D Output Ribbon in the Plan Production Panel there is a Create View Frames button. This wizard
will not start unless you have an alignment in your current file. This is the first of two steps in creating a finished
Layout sheet with the FDOT Border that you will add to your plan set.

Once activated, the View Frame Wizard opens. As you can see on the left pane of the wizard it has pages that you
walk through and input required parameters. The Blue arrow indicates which page you are on.
ALIGNMENT PAGE
The first page is the Alignment Page. There is an alignment list pull down bar to choose from a list or you can pick
the green select in drawing button. The default Station Range is the entire length, however you also switch to user
specified to type in the station or using the pick button select from the drawing the station range.
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SHEETS PAGE
The second page is the Sheets Page where you select either Plan or Plan & Profile. The department provides a folder
of ready to use template files that contain Plan, Profile, Plan & Profile, Section sheets, Etc. They are located here

The second part of the page is the View Frame Placement where you select how the view frames will be rotated along
the alignment. FDOT workflow recommends you rotate Along Alignment.

VIEW FRAME GROUP PAGE

The View Frame Group page is where you give your View Frame Group a name and description. To edit how and
what is labeled you can edit the naming template by clicking on the drafting graphic to the right of the Name box.
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The rest of the page deals with styles that will be used for your View Frame Group. The department provides pre-set
styles that will auto populate your wizards which are set through command settings.

MATCH LINES PAGE
The Match Lines Page deals with how you want your match lines to overlap or not, Layers, Match Line Styles and
Match Line Label Styles.
When all missing parameters are filled in select Create View Frames and the frames will be placed along the
alignment in the drawing file.
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CREATE SHEETS

Create Sheets
provides the method to take the view frame and combine it to a FDOT Sheet Border to make a
layout sheet to add to your plan set.
Once activated, the Create Sheets Wizard opens. As you can see on the left pane of the wizard it has pages that you
walk through and input required parameters. The Blue arrow indicates which page you are on. The Grayed out pages
represent not used or available.
VIEW FRAME GROUP AND LAYOUTS PAGE
View Frame Group – Chose the view frame group that exists in your drawing either created in the drawing or from
a data shortcut. You can use the pull down or select from the file. The sheet type selected when the view frame was
created is displayed. You have a choice of selecting all view frames or manually selecting frames.
Layout Creation - From here you can control the number of layouts per drawing, put them in a new drawing, or in
the current drawing. You can name your layouts now or you can rename after you create them. IF a North Arrow is
required chose the block to use here.

VIEW FRAME GROUP AND LAYOUTS PAGE
Sheet Set – You can either create a new sheet set (dst) or add to an existing sheet set, make sure you specify the
location within your project for the sheet set, they should be stored in your eng_data folder.
Sheets- This area is only active if you are creating layouts in new drawings. If you chose to create layouts in the
current drawing, the area will be inactive. Type the path or browse to the folder where the sheet files will be located.
If you are using Autodesk Vault the Vault Icon will be highlighted for use. The Sheet File Name controls the naming
template of the sheet files.
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When all options are filled in select Create Sheets to create your new layout(s)

Exercise 8.1
➢

Create View Frame and Sheet Layout

Create View Frame (Part 1)

In this exercise, the student will create the View Frame and save it as a data shortcut.
✓

Create and Set up the Clipsg design file.

1.

Starting from the default drawing click on the FDOT Ribbon, select Create File to open the Create
File application.

2.

Using what has been learned in this course guide, create the Clip Borders file. Create/Open the file in
the Signals folder using the Signal Design Files Group. Close the Create File application.

3.

In the Data Shortcuts on Prospector, expand the Alignments and right click on BL98 and select Create
Reference. The default styles that will be used are already set. Click OK.

4.

Using what you have already learned creating Xref’s type Xref in on the command and reference the
following files as overlays: dsgnrd01.dwg, dsgnsp01.dwg. Zoom Extents to see the references.

5.

Switch to the Output Ribbon and start Create View Frames.

6.

On the Alignment Page set the Station Range to User Specified and either type in 30+50 to 35+40,
you can roughly pick in that range also. Since we only want one View Frame we don’t want to use the
default Alignment length since that would put multiple View Frames in our drawing file. Keep in mind
you can edit the View Frame after placement.
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7.

Click Next to advance to the Sheets Page. Select Plan Only for Sheet Type. For Template for Plan
Sheet select the Ellipse button to browse to the following location and pick the SHPLAN.dwt. When
the scale dialog comes up select 40 Scale. See Image Below.

8.

Still on the Sheets Page, toggle on Along alignment for View Frame Placement. You can
also control if you need the view frame to start before the alignment. Click Next.

9.

On the View Frame Group Page. Give it the name and description as shown below.

10. Click Next to advance to the Match Lines Page. Since we don’t have any matchlines toggle off the
Insert Match Lines. Notice all options are grayed out now. Select Create View Frames. Your
clipsg01.dwg should look like below.
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11. Save your file > Right Click on Data Shortcuts > Create Data Shortcuts

12. Select the View Frame Group that is listed. This dialog will populate with all available Shortcuts that
can be saved to the _Shortcuts Folder in your project. Select Ok to execute.

➢

View Frame Setup (Part 2)
Data Reference or Dref’s
13. Open or switch back to dsgnsg01.dwg. On Prospector expand the View Frame Groups located
in the Data Shortcuts tree. Right Click on the Signal Design Int.1-40Scale-US98 > Create Reference
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14. The Create Reference Dialog Box opens. Take a moment and look at the settings and available styles
in the image below. Your dialog should match.

15. Select OK. After a moment you should see the View Frame that you created previously at the
intersection.
➢

Create Sheet Layout and Adding to Sheet Set (Part 3)
Sheet Layout

16. Start Create Sheets from the Output Ribbon.
command line.
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17. On the View Frame Group and Layouts page make sure you have the correct View Frame Group
selected > Put the Sheet in the Current Drawing > Enter in the Layout name. If you don’t know the
sheet number you can always edit the properties after creation.
18. Select the Block used as the North Arrow. The North Arrow will rotate in each sheet to orient to North.
Click Next.

19. On the Sheet Set Page browse to the already created DST file as shown above.
20. Click Create Sheets.
21. The Signalization Plans Sheet set should look like the image below. We need to make some obvious
edits
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22. First Left Click on the new sheet and drag it up to the Signalization plans Sheet set. Then Right Click
and remove subset as shown below

23. Right Click on the new sheet > Properties and make the changes as shown below. So far the new
Sheet set has 3 separate drawing files that can be accessed in one convenient spot.

24. Switch to the new Sheet Layout tab. Double Click inside the viewport to make it active. Notice the
following items
✓

The North Arrow is already rotated and scale is listed.

✓

The view inside the viewport is already rotated (click on the model tab to compare).

✓

The scale is already set to 1”=40’.

✓

The fields in the sheet border are already filled in.

Exercise 8.2
➢

Signal Head Detail

Place Signal Head Details (Part 1)

In this exercise, the student will use the FDOT Traffic Palette to place the Signal Head Detail.
1.
8-12
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2.

On the Home Ribbon select Tool Palettes if they are not already on.

3.

Right Click on the Palette Name and select FDOT Traffic.

4.

Select the Signal Heads tab.

5.

Make sure your Sheet Layout is in Paper Space.

6.

Scroll down the palette and select the block (5Sect1WayLHz) 5 Section 1 Way Left Horizontal
(650-1-18)

7.

Left Click to place anywhere in the top left corner of the sheet.

8.

The Edit Attributes dialog opens. Enter in 4 for the assembly count. You can always edit this later
by double clicking on the block or selecting and right click > Properties. Select OK.

9.

On the palette select the block (3Sect1WayHz) 3 Section 1 Way Horizontal (650-1-14).

10. Place it next the previously placed signal head detail. For Assembly count enter 2.
11. Drawing should look like below.
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➢

Place Detail Text (Part 2)

In this exercise, the designer will place the description text “SIGNAL HEAD DETAIL” above the two signal heads
placed in the previous exercise. This note is bigger than normal text so the user will have to set the text height manually.

12. Continuing in dsgnsg01.dwg, type in Mtext on the command line and draw the text box as shown
below.

13. You can set the text height before typing or highlight the text and make edit using the Text Editor
contextual ribbon. In this case change the text height to .10 and toggle on the underline symbol. The
font is still annotative as you can see the blue drafting triangle in the text style pick box.

14. In the Text box type in SIGNAL HEAD DETAIL and left click outside the text box to exit the Mtext
editor and place the text.
➢

Place Controller timing and Loop Detector (Part 3)

This exercise is placing the Timing Charts for Controllers and Loop Detector Charts. Make sure to remain
in paper space.
15. Continuing in dsgng01.dwg on the Traffic Palette switch to the Signal & Lighting Tables tab.
16. Click on the Controller Timings table to insert it in lower left corner of the drawing file.
17. Click on the Detectors for Loops Table and insert it in the lower right corner of the drawing file.
18. Both of the objects are AutoCAD Tables and are ready for user input.

Exercise 8.3
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➢

Create Mast Arm Assemblies Sheet (Part 1)

In this exercise the user will create the Mast Arm Assemblies sheet and place the standard notes and table.
1.

From the FDOT Ribbon, select Create File.

2.

Fill in your options matching the image above.

3.

Click Create/Open. Close dialog when file opens in the background.

4.

The file is already created with a sheet border and is set to 1 Scale since we will be working with
details which will be placed in paper space.

➢

Use the Traffic Palette to Place the Standard Mast Arm Assemblies Data Table (Part 3)
5.

Change the Layer to Tables_dp then From the FDOT Traffic Palette, select the Signal & Lighting
Tables tab > select the Mast Arm Assemblies Data table.

6.

Insert in the top center of the sheet.

➢

Fill in Table (Part 2)

The AutoCAD table can be filled in with data. An AutoCAD Table behaves like an Excel File.
7.

Zoom to the table, enter the appropriate data and save the file.

8.

Structure (1) Assembly Numbers

First Arm/Arm Type

Pole/Pole Type

9.

1

E3-T2

E3

T2

20

10. 2

E5-T3

E5

T3

20

11. 3

E6-T4

E6

T4

20

12. 4

E5-T3

E5

T3

21

Pole/UB (ft.)

13. Notice when you insert the Mast Arm Table the Mast Arm Assembly Data Notes are already included
as a block within the table. You can edit the notes by double clicking in the block. The Gray border
on the table does not print.

Exercise 8.4
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➢

Create New File
1.

Using the Create File application from the FDOT Ribbon, select Create File.

2.

Select Create/Open to create the Pole Tabulation and Details for all Types file.

3.

Close the Dialog.

4.

Like the other detail sheet the current drawing file has a 1 Scale Layout and is set in Paper Space..

➢

8-16

Using the Traffic Palette to Insert the Standard Mast Arm Tabulation Table (Part 2)
5.

Change the current Layer to Tables_dp.

6.

With FDOT Traffic tool palette selected click on the Signal & Lighting Tables tab.

7.

Select the Mast Arm Tabulation table to insert it in the drawing. Insert it in the lower left corner of
the drawing.

8.

In the drawing file, enter the appropriate data and save the file. Please see images below.
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➢

Place the Standard Mast Arm Assembly Data Table Notes Block (Part 3)
9.

From the command line type in Design Center (DC) and press enter. Make sure you are still in paper
space.

10. Using Design Center browse to the Block folder within the state kit.
11. Expand the Roadway drawing and select Blocks.

12. Locate the SHMastArmTabulation block and Right Click > Insert Block.

Note
➢

The origin of this block is positioned at the top left corner of the plan sheet.

Sheet Set (Part 4)
13. Using what you learned earlier add this sheet to the Signalization DST file. Rename the Layout to
Mast Arm Tabulation.
14. Save Drawing.

STRAIN POLE SCHEDULE
Creating the Strain Pole Schedule sheet is a little different in Civil 3D, since you can have multiple sheet layouts in
one drawing it is easier to copy the Standard Mast Arm Tabulation Layout the same way you would copy a tab in
Excel. And using what you have already learned place the Tabulation/Summary Boxes that would be linked to the
FDOT Traffic Plans
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Excel spread sheet with the Strain Pole Schedule data. After the data is link to the Tabulation/Summary Boxes, the
designer would place the Strain Pole Schedule Details & Notes block (SHStrainPoleSchedule) on the Strain Pole
Schedule sheet. Finally, the designer would update the Strain Pole Schedule sheet layout with Sheet Set Manager.
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Exercise 8.5 Place Signal Poles using the FDOT Traffic Palette
In this exercise, the student will place a Mast Arm Signal Pole using the Dynamic Mast Arm Assemblies available on
the palette at a specified station and offset. The diagram below denotes the Pole numbers and their location in the
Intersection.

If using this manual for only Signalization, make sure to unzip the chapter data set before beginning the
exercise.

Note

➢

Load EMX database
1.

Continue working in the DSGNSG01.dwg, click on the T-3 SIGNALIZATION PLAN Layout tab.

2.

On the FDOT Ribbon click on Entity Manager and make sure you are using the correct Project Pay
Item database file.

➢

3.

Notice by clicking the Sheet Layout that the drawing is rotated correctly.

4.

Double Click in the Sheet to activate the Model.

Open the FDOT Traffic Palette
1.

With the Traffic Palette open make sure the Mast Arm Assemblies tab is shown as the current one.
2.

You will be using the Mast Arm Assemblies Furnish & Install panel. The first pole to be setup is Pole
4.

3.

Select the MAPoleP5-6 (Single & Double) on the Mast Arm Assembly Palette.

4.

With the Block attached to the Cursor, select the StaOff Transparent command.

5.

Select the BL98 Alignment.

6.

For Station enter 3231.70. (do not enter + when typing stations with the transparent command.

7.

For Offset distance enter 62.28.

8.

You will need to Rotate the Mast arm, type in RO on the command line and select the Mast Arm
block, for base point select the Geometric Center of the pole using the Osnap, then use the
Perpendicular osnap to snap to the alignment as shown below.
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9.

With the rotation of the Mast arm correct, click on the block and pick the blue drop down grip. Notice
the options available, leave the default selection set. (0649 21 15 Mast Arm Assembly, FI, 70’
Single).

Note

If you change the selection on the Blue Pulldown grip the size of the block changes along with the Pay
Item Number.

10. Refer to the pole placement diagram at the beginning of the exercise for pole number designation.
11. Repeat the previous steps for Poles 1-3. Rotate Mast Arm direction as needed. (See BOE for Pay Item
Detail):
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Pole

Block Name

Pay Item

Station Offset/Direction Angle

Pole 1

MAPoleP3

0649 21 6 (50’ Single Arm)

3257.68 -48.89 (Left)

270

Pole 2

MAPoleP4

0649 21 10 (60’ Single Arm)

3353.19 -71.59 (Left)

180

Pole 3

MAPoleP5-6

0649 21 15 (70’ Single Arm)

3353.24 63.40 (Right)

90

©2016 FDOT
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Exercise 8.6 Place Signal Head
The Traffic Signals or Signal Head blocks have to be placed using Entity Manager since they have Pay Item
Information on them.
The figure below shows the Signal head item in Entity Manager.

In this exercise the designer will place a Signal Head on the Mast Arm using Entity Manager.
➢

Place Signal Head 5 section 1 Way

5.

1.

Continuing in DSGNSG01.dwg, Pole 4, zoom out so the entire intersection is in the view.

2.

In Entity Manager, navigate to Signalization > Traffic Signals > Furnish & Install.

3.

Scroll to find Traffic Signal > Furnish & Install > Aluminum > Vehicular Traffic Signal, F&I,
Aluminum, 5 Section, 1 way.

4.

Right-click on item 0650 1 18 which uses the 5SHOR block and select Insert Block

Using the NEArest osnap click on the Mast Arm (Pole4).
6.

Select the Block and click on the Blue Grip, Right
Click and select Rotate.

7.

Using the NEArest osnap again select the Mast Arm as
the angle to rotate to.

8.

Select the block again if it is not already selected.
Select the Blue Grip and move along the Mast Arm,
notice the Nearest osnap icon. Select the new location
shown to the right.

9.

as

Press escape to un highlight the block.
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➢

8-22

Place Signal Head 3 Section 1 Way
1.

Using Entity Manager, repeat the above steps to insert the Signal head block (3Shor) with the Pay
Item number of 0650 1 14. The correct placement is shown below.

2.

Repeat the previous steps using the same Signal Head selections to complete placing signals heads on
Mast Arm Assembly Poles 1-3. Refer to the diagram below for the finished placements for Poles 14.
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➢

Place Signal Head Number

In this part of the exercise the designer will complete the Signal Heads by placing a signal number. The next
figure shows the finished product. Make sure the current layer is still set to SignalHead.

1.

On the Signal Blocks tab in the FDOT Traffic Palette select the SignalHdNo block.

2.

The command line gives you options before you place the block, type in R and press enter to rotate
the block. Select the first point as shown below, then using the PERpendicular osnap snap to the
alignment.

3.

With the rotation set click near point one for the location of the block, upon placement an attribute
dialog opens, type in 8 in Field1 and press OK.

4.

Using the AutoCAD Copy command select the previously placed block.

5.

For Base Point use the NEArest osnap and snap anywhere on the Mast Arm, by sliding along the mast
arm you are maintaining the same angle for all of the blocks. The placement should look like image
above.

6.

You will need to make an edit to one of the blocks, double click the far-right block. The edit Attribute
dialog opens. Type in 3 for the value and click OK. The finished Signal Heads at Pole No. 4 should
look as shown below.
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7.

Repeat the same steps to place the Signal Head Number Boxes on the other Mast Arms, Fill in the
Signal Heads Number Boxes for each pole with data in the table below:
Pole
Pole 1
Pole 1
Pole 2
Pole 2
Pole 3
Pole 3

Mast Arm
Signal Heads
3 Section, 1 Way
5 Section, 1 Way
3 Section, 1 Way
5 Section, 1 Way
3 Section, 1 Way
5 Section, 1 Way

Box 1
2
2
4
4
6
6

Box 2

5
7
1

Your Intersection should now look like image below.
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LOOP ASSEMBLIES
The loops, like the signal heads, should be placed with EMX, due to the Pay Item data attached. The Figure below
shows the Loop Assembly for a Type F loop. Like the other Block placements, you will need to rotate the Loops.

Exercise 8.7

Place Loop Assemblies

In this exercise, the designer will continue working in the same intersection and place the Loop Detectors, using EMX,
that correspond to the Signal Heads placed in the previous exercise. The figure below shows the Loop placed 2’ behind
the stop bar centered in the turn lane.

➢

Place Loop Type F
1.

Continuing in Dsgnsg01.dwg zoom in near station 34+00

2.

Open EMX and navigate to Signalization > Loop Assemblies > F&I.

3.

Scroll to find 0660 2106 Loop Assembly, F&I, Type F > LoopF50 Loop Assembly F&I, Type F
(50’) and Right Click > Insert Block.

4.

Snap to the INTersection of the Alignment and the Stop bar, which is the center of the Turn Lane.

5.

Rotate the Loop Block > Use the PERpendicular snap to any of the alignment tics. See Image below
for snap graphics.
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Note

➢

If you accidently rotate it to the wrong angle, you can always type U for Undo.

6.

When the Edit Attributes dialog opens enter L-5 in as shown

.

7.

Move the Loop Block 2’ behind the stop bar by selecting it > Click the Blue Grip > Zoom in and
Move it until the NEArest osnap highlights on the Loop itself > Type 2 > Enter.

8.

Loop should look like below.

Place Multiple Loop Assemblies

In this part of the exercise the designer will place multiple loop assemblies to complete a leg of an intersection using
a different technique. When complete your drawing should look like below.
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9.

Continuing in Dsgnsg01.dwg zoom in near the south side of the Intersection. Change your current
layer to anyone of the unused miscellaneous layers.

10. First draw 2 temporary circles 6’ in diameter with the center at the end
of the lane lines at the stop bar.
11. Draw a Line Perpendicular to the Lane Lines. We will use these
objects as references. The green highlighted areas will be the insertion
point of the loop blocks.
12. Open EMX and navigate to Signalization > Loop Assemblies >
Furnish & install.
13. Scroll to find 0660 2106 Loop Assembly, F&I, Type F > LoopF20
Loop Assembly F&I, Type F (20’) and Right Click on item LoopF20 Loop
Assembly F&I, Type F (20’) and select Insert Block.
14. For Insertion Point Select Point 1as shown above at the Intersection of the first
circle and the Stop Bar (The Green highlighted intersections shown above).
This is the Center of the Travel Lane.
15. For Rotation snap using the NEArest osnap to the blue perpendicular lines
you drew.
16. The Edit Attribute box comes up, enter in L-7 and press OK.
17. Scroll to and Insert the 0660 2101 Loop Assembly, F&I, Type A (20’) The insertion point is point 2
as shown above.
18. When the Attribute dialog opens type in L-4 and press OK.
19. Repeat the above step and insert the same block at point 3, The attribute entry should be L-4.
20. Select all of the loops and move them down 2’ snapping to the NEArest osnap along the blue line.
21. Delete your temporary blue circles and lines. The drawing should look like image below.
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Note

If you haven’t noticed yet, there is a visual difference between the two images above. The bottom one
which is thicker and realistic to how the drawing will publish has the Line Weight option turned on. What
this means is that it will display the assigned Line Weights that are assigned through the Layer Properties
when you created your file which meets the Department Standards.

22. Repeat steps to place the 0660 2101 Loop Assembly, F&I, Type A (20’) & 0660 2106 Type F (20’)
in the Lanes on the North Side of the Intersection.
Hint

You can also copy and mirror the already placed Loops.

23. Enter L-8 and L-3 in the Loop Fields. The North Side of Intersection when complete as shown below.

24. Insert the 0660 2101 Type A (50’) Loop in the turn lane on the West side of the Intersection.
25. Enter L-1 in the Loop Field. The West Side of Intersection when complete as shown below.

26. Next using EMX browse to Pay Item Number 0660 2102 Loop Assembly, F&I, Type B and select
the Insert Block Icon
Note

on the Drawing Tools Tool bar along the bottom of EMX.

The Insert Block Icon on EMX allows the user to insert blocks using the Transparent commands, if you
right click and select insert block transparent commands will not work.

27. Select the Station Offset
Transparent Command located along the right side of your drawing
screen. Transparent commands are used inside another command to allow the user to place objects
with precision using Civil 3D Objects.
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28. The command line will ask for you to select an Alignment. Select US98.
29. A Red Jig will appear on the screen locked to the Alignment. The Command Line will ask for the
Station. Type in 3066.42. Note that you don’t enter in the + symbol when typing in stations.
30. Notice the Red Jig is now locked on the Alignment at the Station you entered. For offset enter 12.56.
31. Keep pressing Enter until the Rotation option appears, snap to the PERpendicular point on a Station
Tick . Press enter again to accept the placement. Enter L-6 for the attribute data.
32. Using the above steps insert the same block at Station 3532.09, Offset -12.46 and enter L-2 for the
attribute. Note that the negative offset denotes Left Side placement.
Your intersection should look like image below. The Mast Arm poles, Signal Heads, & Loops have
been inserted.
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PLACING PULL BOXES
Inserting the Pull Box items using EMX works much like the Loop Assemblies. As with any item being placed with
EMX it is good practice to review the item to better understand how the item is placed. If the designer places the Pull
Boxes using AutoCAD inserting methods the items will not have the appropriate Xdata attached to allow for Quantities
reporting.

Exercise 8.8

Place Pull Box

In this exercise, the designer will use EMX in conjunction with AutoCAD Commands to place several pull boxes
around the intersection. By using EMX, the designer will be able to generate automated quantities.
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1.

Continuing in Dsgnsg01.dwg, zoom in near Pole 3.

2.

Open EMX if it is closed. Make sure the correct Payitemdb file is loaded.

3.

In the Pay Item Categories Navigate to Signalization > Pull and Junction Boxes. As Shown above.

4.

Click on Item 0635 2 11 Pull and Splice Boxes, F&I, 13"
x 24".

5.

Click on the Insert Block as shown on Image to Right.

6.

Type R for rotate and using your NEArest osnap select Left
to along the Stop bar as shown. The reason we rotated using
these two objects is to rotate the block to the view
orientation

7.

Select the Station Offset Transparent Command
on the Right Side of your Drawing screen.

8.

The command line will ask for the Alignment, Pick the BL98 Alignment.
©2016 FDOT

on the Transparent Command Toolbar located
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9.

The command line now asks for the Station, enter in the following without the plus symbol. 3342.57.

10. For Offset enter 66.02 and select enter.
11. Press Enter twice to place the Block.

12. Since the Pull Boxes are all the same size and Pay Item numbers you can select the AutoCAD Copy
command and using the center of the block as a base point select the Station Offset Transparent
Command to place the remaining blocks with the location data as shown below.
13. Repeat steps to place Pull Boxes at the following offsets and stations: Do not to enter the stations
with the + symbol.
Offset

Station/Side

Offset

42.53’

30+74.08 RT

45.00’

Offset

Station/Side

Offset

Station/Side

-63.77’ 32+56.40 LT

71.97’

33+48.39 RT

42.60’

34+01.34 RT

32+24.67 RT

66.61’

33+50.03 RT

-54.22’ 33+66.22 LT

65.89’

34+34.12 RT

65.30’

32+30.58 RT

64.96’

33+55.90 RT

45.68’

-42.24’ 35+29.48 LT

-48.87’

32+53.15 LT

69.00’

33+55.83 RT

-49.35’ 33+82.27 LT
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33+74.94 RT

67.98’

33+64.50 RT
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Exercise 8.9

Place Controller Assembly

In this exercise, the designer will use EMX to place a Base Mounted Controller.
1.

Continuing in Dsgnsg01.dwg, zoom in near Pole 3 (South East) side of intersection.

2.

Open EMX if it is closed. Make sure the correct Payitemdb file is loaded.

3.

In EMX, navigate to Signalization > Controllers and Cabinets > Traffic Controller Assembly >
Furnish & Install.

4.

Select item 0670 5110 Traffic Controller Assembly, F&I, NEMA.

5.

Select the Insert Block Icon located on the bottom of the EMX drawing Tools.

6.

Type R in the drawing to rotate the block like the Pull Box was rotated. Use the Stop Bar to Rotate to
View. See the previous exercise for steps if necessary

7.

Using the Station Offset Transparent Command Select BL98 as the Alignment.

8.

Type in Station as 3360.13 and press enter.

9.

Set the Offset to 67.21 and press enter until block is visible.
Your drawing so far should look like image below.
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Exercise 8.10 Draw Loop Lead in Wire
In this exercise, the designer will draw the Loop Lead-In wire from the end of the Loop Detectors to the Pull Box.
The lead-In is paid for under the Loop Detector so the designer will draw this line using the AutoCAD PolyLine
command, The figure below shows the Loop Lead-In drawn from Loop Detectors to the Pull Box.

➢

Draw Loop Lead-In
1.

Zoom in near the Loop Detectors placed earlier on the Southern Side of the Intersection

2.

In Civil 3D, set the Current Layer to LoopLI. Hint: You can type in the layer name on the command
line to set it current.

3.

Type PL at the command line to start the Polyline command.

4.

Snap to the end points as shown in images.

5.

Repeat this process on the remaining two Loop Detectors at the intersection. Connect to the midpoint
of the pull box. Drawing should resemble Image above.

6.

Using the Poly Line command, draw a line for the other Loop Detectors. The five images below
represent the other connections that need to be drawn.
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The location of the Pull Boxes will be dependent on each individual project. The placement of Loops,
Types of Loops used and Loop Lead-In wire placement may vary from district to district, consult with the
district traffic engineers regarding these issues

Note

DESIGN SETTINGS
The conduit Lines are special Linestyles that are delivered in the State Kit. It is specifically created to match the PPM
examples.

Exercise 8.11

Place Conduit

In this exercise, the designer will draw conduit from Pull Box to Pull Box and then to the Controller Cabinet. This
exercise will use the Polyline command within EMX to draw the conduit.
➢
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Place Conduit Underground
1.

Continuing in Dsgnsg01.dwg, zoom in near the Pull Box at Station 30+74.08 placed in a previous
exercise.

2.

Open EMX, if closed. Make sure the correct Payitemdb file is loaded.

3.

In EMX, navigate to Signalization > Conduit.

4.

Select item 0630 2 12 Conduit, Furnish & Install, Underground or Underpavement- Directional
Bore.

5.

Select the Polyline Command
from the EMX drawing tools. This will set the Civil 3D Layer
symbology and draw with influence.

6.

Using your Midpoint Osnap Snap to the midpoints of the Pull Boxes. See figure below.

7.

Continue to place the rest of the Conduit item 0630 2 12 Conduit, Furnish & Install, Underground
or Underpavement- Directional Bore around the intersection and down the BL98 Alignment.
Complete the conduit from the Pull Box to the Controller Cabinet.

8.

Zoom to the area near the Signal Poles and draw a line from the Signal Pole to the Pull Box.

9.

Drawing should resemble image below.
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PLACING TEXT LABELS
There are several different types of notes and labels that are placed on Signal Plans that are not used in other
components. For example, the Pole location label and the Pay Item number box. These are handled with a
combination of Civil 3D label styles and from the FDOT Traffic Palette.

Exercise 8.12 Place Pole Location Label
1.

To start lets label Pole No. 4. Switch to the Annotate Ribbon > select Add Labels (top half of button)
from the ribbon select the following options

2.

Select Add > Select the BL98 Alignment and then the center of the Signal Pole. Drag the label off
of the Pole to remove the box and show the Leader Line. Currently your drawing should look like
image below.

3.

Select the Label and select Edit Label Text

4.

Click in the Text Preview box and add the number 4 to the Pole Number as shown below and select
OK. The label should update and look like image to the right.
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from the Contextual Ribbon.
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5.

You could Place the label again for the other 3 Poles like the above steps but this time use the Copy
command and select the center of the Pole as the base point and select the other the center points on
the poles. Notice how the label updates with the Station, Offset, & Side, this is because the Labels are
dynamic.

6.

The drawing should look like below.

Like the Pole Location label is the Pay Item Number box, this block can be placed from the palette previously
mentioned. Once this block is placed it turns into an AutoCAD table and can be edited by clicking in the individual
cells and type the data in, there are also cells with a gray border (which will not print) around this table which
represents where the lengths of the conduit gets filled in.
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This block is placed in the general location of the item it is referring to and a leader line if needed is drawn from the
Pay Item box to the item. Next to the pay Item Number box the designer will add a piece of text with the quantity and
unit as shown below.

Exercise 8.13 Place Pay Item Number Box
In this exercise the designer will place the Pay Item Number Box then add a leader line and arrow head as shown
above.
1.

Continuing in the Dsgnsg01.dwg.

2.

Make the Layer TextLabel current.

3.

from the FDOT Traffic Palette select Signal Blocks tab.

4.

Select the SignalPayItem block, type R on the command line and with the NEArest osnap select two
points that are parallel to the Viewframe (BL98 Alignment)

5.

Insert underneath the conduit as shown above. You can copy the block from here to put in the other
locations.

6.

Click inside the cell to make it active and type the Pay Item Number 0630 2 12.

7.

On the FDOT Ribbon there is a tool called Length Calculator
that will allow you to
measure the conduit so that you can enter it in the SignalPayItem block. Click on the tool to launch it.

8.

Select the Select Entity button and then pick the long conduit above the label box, press enter to bring
the box back with the value. Select the cell to the right of the pay item number and type in 147 LF for
the length. You can delete the un needed values in the block by selecting the desired cell and pressing
delete.

9.

Copy the Pay Item Table and move it closer to the conduit connecting the pull boxes.

10. Get the distance of the conduit and enter it in the box to the right which is 18 LF.
11. Type in Leader on the command line and select a point on the conduit and the top right midpoint of
the pay item box as shown above.
12. Next Copy a Pay Item Table and place it above the conduit in the Intersection as shown below

13. We have to add a top Row to the table with no border so as to enter in the Length of the conduit. Select

the Table and on the Contextual Ribbon select

Insert Above.

14. Select the cell above the Pay Item Number. We need to turn the border gray so it won’t print. Select
Edit Borders.
FDOT Traffic Plans
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15. Click in the following order.

16. Type in the Length (116 LF).
17. Using what you have learned copy and enter in the appropriate data. Your drawing should look like
image below. Remember the grayed out cell borders will not print, so disregard if they lay on top of
objects, also label the Mast Arms, Loop Detectors, and Pull Boxs as shown.
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Note

Drawing a Leader Line is optional when the labeling is obvious. However, when the label is placed a
considerable distance from the item being labeled, a leader line is required, but the arrowhead is optional
depending on the Districts internal preference.

Note

You can always select the cell you are not using on the Pay Item Number Table and select Delete
Columns to remove, if your drawing gets too busy. Remember the gray borders will not show on a print.
Note that the Top Right Corner in the image shows the Tables with the Deleted Columns.
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